[4 cases of botryoid sarcoma].
The authors describe the rare botryoid sarcoma--histomorphology, clinic, diagnosis, treatment and prognosis with a contribution of 4 own cases at the age up to 18 years. They indicate the difficulties in the establishment of the diagnosis-early clinical and histological-in three of the cases the histological examination did not establish immediately the exact diagnosis--the material was considered as "granulation tissue" or "fibroma mole". The results of the treatment are summarized as well as the choice of therapeutic methods and drugs. The applied therapeutic scheme consists of radical hysterectomy with systemic pelvic lymph dissection and postoperative chemotherapy. The described four cases are alive at the present moment and without data for tumourous relapse--respectively 11 years and 2 months, 3 years and 4 months, 2 years and 8 months after establishment of the diagnosis.